Nat Sherman Timeless
Nicaraguan Habano Wrapper
12
This cigar offer you one of your best smoking experiences with its balance of sweet and
spicy flavors that pique the palate. These cigars are not what smokers typically expect from
a Nat Sherman stogie – they are bold, spicy, and overtly masculine in its flavor profile.
Notes of cream, cocoa, cedar, fruit

—————
Aturo Fuente
Ecuadorian Wrapper
9
A cigar full of mild fullness that captures the palate of beginner smokers as well as
aficionados. Aged in Spanish Cedar vaults to their peak of perfection which allows a
maturation of the tobacco blends.
Notes of sun ripened fruit and light cedar spice

—————
Don Pepin Series JJ
Nicaraguan Corojo-Rosado Wrapper
15
Fitted with Cuban-style triple caps, the smoke is medium to full-bodied, opening with
Pepin's signature blast of pepper. With impressive burning characteristics, these highlyrated gems are an absolute must-try for fans of deep, Nicaraguan tobacco flavor.
Notes of wood, leather, coffee

My Father Flor Antillas
Connecticut-Ecuador Wrapper
13
Dominican Republic and Peruvian filler, aged for over four years and combined with the
binder from Connecticut, USA. Unique, dynamic and even taste.
Notes of cocoa, pepper, sweet cedar, earth

—————
Padron Cigarillo
Nicaraguan Wrapper
9
Born from Cuban-seed tobaccos, cultivated in Nicaragua, patiently aged, and hand-crafted
by master rollers in Esteli. Exquisitely consistent in quality
Notes of deep cedar, rich sweet wood

—————
The Griffin’s Toro
Connecticut Shade Wrapper
16
Made by Davidoff, medium-bodied and created with a blend of Dominican long-filler and
binder leaves. The new Fuerte line is a more robust version of this excellent cigar.
Notes of toasted coffee bean, espresso, caramel

—————
Alec Bradley Sanctum
Honduran Corojo Wrapper
13
Costa Rican binder and a blend of Colombian, Nicaraguan, and Honduran long-fillers.
Notes of white pepper, cinnamon, vanilla bean, almond paste

